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Multidimensional quadrature error for Hilbert spaces of integrands is studied in
three settings: worst-case, random-case, and average-case. Explicit formulae are
derived for the expected errors in each case. These formulae show the relative, pes-
simism of the three approaches. The first is the trace of a hermitian and nonnega-
tive definite matrix LmQ, the second is the spectral radius of the same matrix L
m
Q, and
the third is the trace of the matrix SLmQ for a hermitian and nonnegative matrix S
with trace (S)=1. Several examples are studied, including Monte Carlo quadrature
and shifted lattice rules. Some of the results for Hilbert spaces of integrands can be
extended to Banach spaces of integrands. © 2001 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
Multidimensional integration has attracted much attention due to its
applicability to problems in finance [2, 4, 20 25, 26, 28, 35], in physics and
engineering [16, 17, 27, 34] and in statistics [6, 7]. Suppose that one
wishes to compute the integral
I(f) — F
X
f(x) dF(x), (1.1)
in the Stieltjes sense, where f is some measurable function, the integration
domain, X, is some measurable subset of R s, and F(x) is some probability
distribution with >X dF(x)=1. If this integral is too complicated to
evaluate by analytic means, then one might compute some approximation,
Q(f), that depends on n evaluations of the integrand. This approximation
might be based on a Gaussian rule, a Monte Carlo rule, a quasi-Monte
Carlo rule, a Smolyak rule, etc., all of which take the form
Q(f) — C
n
i=1
aif(xi), (1.2)
where x1, ..., xn are the nodes where the integrand is evaluated, and
a1, ..., an are some predetermined weights.
One might like to know how good the approximation is, i.e., how small
is the error, Err(f; Q) — I(f)−Q(f). Although one may answer this ques-
tion for a particular integrand and quadrature rule, such an answer has
limited applicability. Thus, we will consider sets of integrand and sets of
quadrature rules.
The integrands, f, will be assumed to lie in some normed linear space H
of measurable functions. We usually assume that H is a separable Hilbert
space. Two cases will be considered. One case considers the worst integrand
lying in the unit ball:
F={f ¥H : ||f||H [ 1}. (1.3)
The other case considers the integrand to be randomly chosen from H
according to a probability measure such that the mean square norm of
integrands is one.
The nodes and/or the weights in the quadrature rule are often chosen
randomly. Examples of random rules include simple Monte Carlo quadra-
ture, randomly shifted lattice rules [5], scrambled (t, s)-sequences [23],
random start Halton sequences [38], etc. Random quadrature rules can
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facilitate quadrature error estimation as well as error analysis. In this
article the quadrature rules are assumed to be chosen randomly from a
sample space Q with a probability measure m. Of course, deterministic rules
can be recovered by assuming that Q contains a single rule.
Given the assumptions on the integrand and the quadrature rule, there
are three interesting error measures one may consider:
eworst — rms
Q ¥ Q
sup
f ¥F
|Err(f; Q)|, (1.4a)
e rand — sup
f ¥F
rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(f; Q)|, (1.4b)
eavg — rms
Q ¥ Q
rms
f ¥H
|Err(; Q)|, (1.4c)
For worst-case error, (1.4a), one fixes Q, and computes the error for the
worst integrand. Then one takes the root mean square, denoted by rms in
(1.4), over quadrature rules with respect to the measure m. For random-case
error, one considers the root mean square error over Q for each integrand,
and then computes the worst error over all integrands from the unit ball.
Average-case error takes the root mean square error over both integrands
and quadrature rules.
To guarantee that the errors in (1.4) are well defined, we assume that the
corresponding quantities are measurable. The measurability assumption
will easily follow for the spaces of functions considered in this paper.
Let e denote any of the three error measures defined in (1.4). The quality
of a set of quadrature formulae, Q, is determined by how e depends in par-
ticular on n, the number of function evaluations used in the quadrature
formula, and s, the number of variables. One might wish to compute
e=e(n, s) explicitly for a particular H and Q or find the asymptotic order
of e(n, s) for large n and/or s.
It is obvious that
eworst \ e rand \ eavg.
Thus, the number of quadrature points, n, required to obtain a satisfactory
error will be greatest according to eworst, less according to e rand, and least
according to eavg. Thus, the worst-case error is the most pessimistic cri-
terion, random-case error is less pessimistic, and the average-case error is
the most optimistic. The disadvantage of an optimistic criterion is that the
predicted n may not give the required error for a specific integrand and
quadrature rule. On the other hand, the price of a pessimistic criterion is
that the computation may cost too many function evaluations. From
another point of view, integration may be difficult according to a more
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pessimistic criterion, whereas it may be easy according to a more optimistic
one. The purpose of this article is to understand the relative pessimism of
the three criteria presented in (1.4).
Sections 2, 3, and 4 cover worst-case error, random-case error, and
average-case error, respectively, where H is a Hilbert space. The case
where H is a Banach space is discussed briefly in Section 5.
This paper reviews and unifies some results that have appeared elsewhere
as indicated in the text. It also presents new results that are previewed
below. The new results hold when H is a Hilbert space unless otherwise
noted:
i. It is shown that the error measure eworst is the square root of the
trace of a matrix, LmQ, that depends only on Q and the basis of H (Theorem
2.2). Moreover, e rand is the square root of the spectral radius of the same
matrix LmQ (Theorem 3.2), and e
avg is the square root of the trace of SLmQ
with trace (S)=1 (Theorem 4.1). This gives a quantitative explanation of
the relative pessimism of eworst, e rand, and eavg.
ii. It is known that for reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
supf ¥F |Err(f; Q)| is equal to the discrepancy D(Q; K), a quantity
depending only on the quadrature rule, Q, and the reproducing kernel, K,
of the space H (see e.g., [13, 37]). Certain rules, Q, are obtained by
randomizing a deterministic quasi-Monte Carlo quadrature rule, Qinit.
Theorem 2.3 shows that eworst=rmsQ ¥Q D(Q; K)=D(Qinit; Kran). In other
words eworst is simply the discrepancy of Qinit based on a filtered version of
the reproducing kernel. This principle has been observed before in special
cases [9, 15], and it greatly facilitates the computation of eworst.
iii. In general, computing the spectral radius of LmQ to find e
rand is
difficult. However, for certain choices of bases dependent on the quadra-
ture rule, the matrix LmQ becomes diagonal, which facilitates the computa-
tion of its spectral radius. It is shown in Section 3.1 that choosing a basis
that makes LmQ diagonal is equivalent to performing an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) decomposition of the quadrature error.
iv. For Monte Carlo quadrature it is known that all three error
measures in (1.4) are proportional to n−1/2. For eavg the constant of pro-
portionality can be interpreted as the root mean square average standard
deviation of an integrand in H, and for e rand the constant of proportio-
nality is the largest possible standard deviation of integrands in F. These
two facts are previously known. It is shown here that for eworst the constant
of proportionality is the largest possible standard deviation for an
integrand that is the sum of mutually orthogonal functions lying in F.
v. In the Hilbert space setting one typically has eworst > e rand, except
for trivial cases such as if H is one dimensional or Q is a deterministic rule.
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However, it is shown in the remarks following Corollary 5.2 that in certain
Banach spaces eworst=e rand, i.e., worst-case error is no more pessimistic
than random-case error.
We end this introduction by stressing that in this paper we study the
expected error of quadrature formulas and we do not address the choice of
a quadrature formula with the minimal error. The reader interested in the
minimal error quadrature formulas is referred to a recent survey by Novak
and Woz´niakowski [22] for the worst case, to the books [21, 36] for the
randomized case, and to a recent book by Ritter [29] for the average case
setting.
2. WORST-CASE ERROR
Suppose that H is a separable Hilbert space of measurable functions,
i.e., there is some countable, orthonormal basis {fn(x)}, such that
H=3C
n
cgn fn(x) : ||(cn)||2 <.4={cŒf(x): ||c||2 <.}. (2.1)
Here the index n is assumed to run over some countable set, and * denotes
the complex conjugate. For simplicity we use vector-matrix notation in the
discussion that follows. For example, c is an finite or countably infinite
column vector of scalars, f(x) is a column vector whose elements are the
orthonormal basis functions for the Hilbert space, and Œ denotes the
complex conjugate transpose. Also, || · ||2 denotes the a2-norm, i.e., ||c||2=
(cŒc)1/2. The inner product of two functions in this Hilbert space may be
defined as the a2-inner product of their respective series coefficients:
Of, gPH=cŒd, where f(x)=cŒf(x) and g(x)=dŒf(x). (2.2)
Note that the vector of basis elements, f(x), is not unique, although the
inner product O · , ·PH is unique. For any orthonormal matrix V, the vector
Vf(x) is also a vector of basis elements for H with the same inner product.
The analysis below requires that the linear functionals of integration and
quadrature are both bounded on H. The assumption
>F
X
f(x) dF(x)>2
2
=C
n
:F
X
fn(x) dF(x) :2 <+. (2.3a)
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implies that I as defined in (1.1) is a bounded, linear functional. The
assumption
||f(x)||22=C
n
|fn(x)|2 <+. -x ¥X, (2.3b)
implies that the functional evaluating f at an arbitrary point is bounded.
This in turn implies that any quadrature rule of the form (1.2) is a
bounded, linear functional. In the rest of the article we assume that the
measurable functions fn satisfy (2.3a) and (2.3b).
2.1. Discrepancy
For any integrand f(x)=cŒf(x) ¥H, the quadrature error using a
quadrature rule Q is
Err(f; Q)=cŒ Err(f; Q), (2.4)
since both integration and quadrature are bounded linear functionals on
H. Here and below, the Err functional and other functionals applied to a
vector or matrix are assumed to apply term-by-term. Under the assump-
tions (2.3a) and (2.3b) the function
tQ(x)=[Err(f; Q)]Œ f(x) (2.5)
lies in the Hilbert space H, and in fact, is the representer of the quadrature
error for rule Q, i.e.,
Err(f; Q)=Of, tQPH -f ¥H. (2.6)
Starting either from (2.4) or (2.6) one may apply the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality to obtain a sharp upper bound on the quadrature error of the
form
|Err(f; Q)| [ D(Q) ||f||H -f ¥H, (2.7)
where the discrepancy, is defined as
D(Q) — ||tQ ||H=||Err(f; Q)||2 (2.8a)
={[Err(f; Q)]Œ Err(f; Q)}1/2=5C
n
|Err(f; Q)|261/2 (2.8b)
={trace(Err(f; Q)[Err(f; Q)]Œ)}1/2. (2.8c)
The discrepancy is also the norm of the linear functional Err( · ; Q).
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Recall that the set of integrands F is the unit ball in the Hilbert space,
(1.3). It follows that
sup
f ¥F
|Err(f; Q)|=D(Q), (2.9)
which appears in (1.4a). The worst-case error measure eworst is the root
mean square discrepancy and is discussed in Section 2.2.
The reason for the name discrepancy is now explained. For any quadra-
ture rule Q of the form (1.2) define
FQ(y)=Q(1(−/, y])=C
n
i=1
ai1[xi, −/)(y) -y ¥X,
where 1A is the indicator function of a set A. Here and elsewhere (−/, y]
denotes the set of vectors x, such that xj [ yj for all j. If Q is a quasi-
Monte Carlo rule of the form
Qqmc: Q(f) —
1
n
C
n
i=1
f(xi), (2.10)
then FQ is simply the empirical distribution of the node set {x1, ..., xn}. The
quadrature rule may be expressed as integration in terms of FQ, i.e.,
Q(f)=>Xf(x) dFQ(x). Thus, the quadrature error may be expressed as
Err(f; Q)=I(f)−Q(f)=F
X
f(x) d(F−FQ)(x). (2.11)
Referring to the definition of the discrepancy in (2.8), one can now see that
it measures how much FQ differs from F. Thus, the discrepancy is small if
FQ is close to F. In fact, one may interpret the discrepancy as a norm of
F−FQ [10].
Since the vector of basis elements satisfies condition (2.3b), the Hilbert
space H has a reproducing kernel defined as:
K(x, y)=fŒ(x) f(y). (2.12)
The reproducing kernel of a Hilbert space has the following properties [3,
29, 30, 37]:
K( · , y) ¥H -y ¥X,
Reproducing Property: f(y)=Of, K( · , y)PH -f ¥H, y ¥X,
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and also,
Symmetry: K(x, y)=K*(y, x) -x, y ¥X, (2.13a)
Positive Definiteness: C
n
i, j=1
aia
g
j K(xi, xj) \ 0 -ai ¥ R, xi ¥X.
(2.13b)
The reproducing kernel of a Hilbert space is unique, even though the basis
{fn((x)} is not. Moreover, any function satisfying conditions (2.13) is the
reproducing kernel of some Hilbert space.
By (2.5), (2.11) and (2.12) it follows that tQ(x)=>X K(x, y) d(F−FQ)(y),
and so the discrepancy may be written in terms of the reproducing kernel
as:
D(Q)=[Erry(Errx(K(x, y); Q); Q)]1/2 (2.14a)
=5F
X
K(x, y) d(F−FQ)(x) d(F−FQ)(y)61/2. (2.14b)
The discrepancy may be also written in terms of integrals and sums over
the reproducing kernel:
D(Q)=5F
X
2
K(x, y) dF(x) dF(y)−2 C
n
i=1
ai F
X
K(xi, y) dF(y)
+ C
n
i, j=1
aiajK(xi, xj)61/2. (2.15)
From (2.8) it is clear that the discrepancy is the root sum of square
quadrature errors of the orthonormal basis, {fn}. In fact, the discrepancy is
the maximum root sum of square quadrature errors for any set of ortho-
normal functions, {kn}, which is not necessarily a basis, i.e.,
D(Q)=sup 3 ||Err(k; Q)||2==C
n
|Err(kn; Q)|2
: k=(kn), kn ¥H, Okg, knPH=dgn 4. (2.16)
To see why this is true, note that ||Err(k; Q)||2 is the norm of the projection
of tQ into the subspace of H spanned by {kn}. Thus, ||Err(k; Q)||2 [ ||tQ ||H
=D(Q), with equality holding iff tQ is in the span of {kn}.
Many formulas of this section are basically known. The main points are
summarized in the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that H is a separable Hilbert space with basis
{fn} and inner product O · , ·PH, as defined in (2.1) and (2.2), and that the
basis satisfies conditions (2.3). Then H has a unique reproducing kernel, K,
defined in (2.12). Furthermore, for quadrature rules of the form (1.2) the
error is a bounded, linear functional on H with representer tQ, defined in
(2.5). The quadrature error is bounded by inequality (2.7), which may also be
written as (2.9). The quality of the quadrature rule is given by its dis-
crepancy, D(Q), which can be expressed equivalently in terms of the basis or
the reproducing kernel, see (2.8), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16).
2.2. Average Discrepancy
By error bound (2.9) the quantity eworst defined in (1.4a) is simply the
root mean square discrepancy, D(Q)=D(Q; K), i.e.,
eworst=rms
Q ¥ Q
D(Q)==F
Q
D2(Q) dm(Q),
if we assume that D(Q) is measurable with respect to the s-field of m. We
now comment on this measurability assumption. From (2.15) and (2.12) it
easily follows that it is enough to assume that the function ;ni=1 aifn(xi) is
measurable for any n. This implies that ;ni=1 aif(xi) is measurable for any
f from H. In what follows we will consider the classes Q of quadrature
formulas with fixed ai=n−1 and with random sample points xi which are,
for example, independent and uniformly distributed over X=[0, 1] s. Since
all practically important functions fn are continuous the measurability
assumption holds.
Assuming measurability of D(Q), at an abstract level one may use (2.8)
to express this as follows:
Theorem 2.2. The error measure eworst may be expressed as the square
root of the trace of a matrix
eworst=`trace(LmQ) , (2.17)
where the hermitian and nonnegative definite matrix LmQ is defined as
LnQ=F
Q
Err(f; Q)[Err(f; Q)]Œ dm(Q). (2.18)
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Moreover, one can write eworst in terms of the worst possible sum of the root
mean square errors of an orthogonal set of functions in H:
eworst=sup 3=C
n
[rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(kn; Q)|]2
: {kn} …H, Okg, knPH=dgn 4 . (2.19)
Proof. Equation (2.17) follows from (2.8), and then (2.19) follows
from (2.16). L
The matrix LmQ also appears in the formula (3.1) for e
rand and formula
(4.4) for eavg below. However, the above formula for eworst is not necessarily
easy to compute since LnQ is usually infinite dimensional. Equation (2.15)
expressing the discrepancy in terms of the reproducing kernel is more
useful for calculating eworst. However, direct calculation is often not the best
approach.
We now show how eworst can be computed for certain random quadrature
rules. Suppose that for any set of n points, Pinit ıX, one has a randomiza-
tion algorithm that results in the random set of n points, P={xz: z ¥ Pinit}.
Here, xz is a random point from X. The randomized set P can then be used
to form a randomized quasi-Monte Carlo rule:
Q(f; P) —
1
n
C
z ¥ Pinit
f(xz). (2.20)
There are several randomized rules of this form including most of the ones
mentioned in the introduction. The discrepancy is a quadratic form of xz.
To compute its average we need to know the distribution of (xz, xt) as well
as of xz.
For every (z, t) ¥X×X, with z ] t, it is assumed that there exists Fzt, the
joint distribution function for the random points (xz, xt) ¥X×X, and Fz,
the marginal distribution for the point xz ¥X. For z=t it follows that
Fzz(x, y)=Fz(min(x, y))=Fz(min(x1, y1), ..., min(xs, ys)). (2.21)
Here and elsewhere min(x, y) means componentwise minimization.
Some mild assumptions are made about these two distributions. First, it
assumed that Fzt has a symmetry in its arguments, i.e., the order of the
points does not matter:
Fzt(x, y)=Ftz(y, x) -z, t, x, y ¥X. (2.22a)
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It is also assumed that the random ordered pair, (xz, xt) averaged over the
pre- randomized point, z, has its two components independently distrib-
uted, the first is Fz-distributed and the second is F-distributed,
F
X
Fzt(x, y) dF(t)=Fz(x) F(y) -z, x, y ¥X. (2.22b)
Finally it is assumed that xz averaged over the pre-randomized point z is
F-distributed, i.e.,
F
X
Fz(x) dF(z)=F(x) -x ¥X. (2.22c)
As we shall see, in some cases not only is (2.22c) satisfied, but in fact
Fz=F, which makes the random rule unbiased.
Under these assumptions one has Theorem 2.3 below for calculating the
root mean square discrepancy of a random rule.
Theorem 2.3. Consider quadrature rules of the form (2.20), where the
random set P is obtained from an initial set Pinit by the randomization algo-
rithm satisfying conditions (2.22). Let Qinit denote the quasi-Monte Carlo
quadrature rule corresponding to Pinit. Then the root mean square discrepancy
of these quadrature rules is just the discrepancy of the initial set,
eworst=rms
Q ¥ Q
D(Q; K)=D(Qinit; Kran), (2.23)
where the new reproducing kernel, Kran, is obtained by filtering the original
kernel:
Kran(z, t)=F
X
2
K(x, y) d2Ftz(x, y)=E[K(xt, xz)] -z, t ¥X.
If, in addition, Kran(z, t)=K(z, t) for all z, t ¥X, then this reproducing
kernel is called randomization-invariant and
eworst=rms
Q ¥ Q
D(Q; K)=D(Qinit; K). (2.24)
Proof. By (2.15) the square discrepancy of the initial quadrature rule
Qinit under the filtered kernel may be written as the sum of three terms:
D2(Qinit; Kran)=F
X
2
Kran(x, y) dF(x) dF(y)
−
2
n
C
z ¥ Pinit
F
X
Kran(z, y) dF(y)+
1
n2
C
z, t ¥ Pinit
Kran(z, t).
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By interchanging the order of integration and applying conditions (2.22),
the first term can be re-written as
F
X
2
Kran(t, z) dF(t) dF(z)=F
X
2
F
X
2
K(x, y) d2Ftz(x, y) dF(t) dF(z)
=F
X
2
K(x, y) dF(x) dF(y).
the second term may be re-written as
−
2
n
C
z ¥ Pinit
F
X
Kran(z, t) dF(t)
=−
2
n
C
z ¥ Pinit
F
X
F
X
2
K(x, y) d2Ftz(y, x) dF(t)
=−
2
n
C
z ¥ Pinit
F
X
E[K(xz, y)] dF(y),
and the third term may be re-written (for z=t we use (2.21)) as:
1
n2
C
z, t ¥ Pinit
Kran(z, t)=
1
n2
C
z, t ¥ Pinit
E[K(xz, xt)].
These three terms summed together form E[D2(Q)], the mean square dis-
crepancy of the random rule Q. This completes the proof of (2.23). The
proof of (2.24) is straightforward. L
2.3. Examples
2.3.1. Monte Carlo quadrature. Consider the example of simple Monte
Carlo quadrature, i.e.,
Qmc: Q(f) —
1
n
C
n
i=1
f(xi), (2.25)
where the xi are independent and identically distributed random variables
with distribution function F. Let Lmc denote the corresponding matrix LmQ
as defined in (2.18). It is straightforward to show that
Lmc=
1
n
Cov(f), (2.26)
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where the covariance of a vector of functions is defined as:
Cov(f)=I(ffŒ)−I(f) I(fŒ)
=1F
X
[fg(x)−I(fg)][f
g
n (x)−I(f
g
n )] dF(x)2 .
From Theorem 2.2 it then follows that
eworstmc — eworst= rms
Q ¥ Qmc
D(Q)
=
1
n1/2
`trace(Cov(f))= 1
n1/2
=C
n
Var(fn), (2.27)
where Var denotes the variance of a function:
Var(f)=I(f2)−[I(f)]2=F
X
f2(x) dF(x)−5F
X
f(x) dF(x)62.
From another perspective one may also apply Theorem 2.3 to Monte
Carlo quadrature. In this case Pinit is any set of n discrete points, xz, xt are
independent random variables on X with the distributions
Fzt(x, y)=F(x) F(y) for z ] t,
Fzz(x, y)=F(min(x, y)), Fz(x)=F(x).
The filtered kernel is
Kmc(z, t)=˛FX2 K(x, y) dF(x) dF(y), z ] t.
F
X
K(x, x) dF(x), z=t.
The Hilbert space corresponding to this filtered kernel is in general not
separable even though the original Hilbert space, H, is. Nonetheless, one
may apply Theorem 2.3 to compute the root mean square discrepancy for
Monte Carlo quadrature:
Corollary 2.4. Consider simple Monte Carlo quadrature rules, Q, of
the form (2.25), or equivalently (2.20), where the random set P is a set of n
independent and identically distributed points on X. Then
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eworstmc — eworst=
1
n1/2
`trace(Cov(f))
= rms
Q ¥ Qmc
D(Q; K)=D(Qinit; Kmc)
=
1
n1/2
3F
X
K(x, x) dF(x)−F
X
2
K(x, y) dF(x) dF(y)41/2,
where Qinit denotes the quasi-Monte Carlo quadrature rule corresponding to
any set of n distinct points, Pinit. One may identify the quantity in braces
above as
F
X
K(x, x) dF(x)−F
X
2
K(x, y) dF(x) dF(y)
=sup 3C
n
Var(kn) : {kn} …H, Okg, knPH=dgn 4 . (2.28)
Proof. The proof of (2.28) follows from (2.19) and (2.26). L
2.3.2. The weighted Korobov space. Consider uniform integration, i.e.,
X=[0, 1] s and F(x)=x1 · · · xs, over the space of periodic functions, HKor,
generated by the trigonometric polynomial basis elements
fn(x)=e2pinŒx[(b
−1/a
1 n1) · · · (b
−1/a
s ns)]
−a/2, a > 1, (2.29)
where
x¯ — ˛ |x|, x ] 0,
1, x=0.
Larger values of the parameter a imply greater smoothness of the
integrands. The parameters b1, ..., bs are assumed to be positive, and
reflect the significance of the different coordinates. The reproducing kernel
HKor, is
KKor(x, y)= C
n ¥ Zs
e2pinŒ(x−y) [(b−1/a1 n1) · · · (b
−1/a
s ns)]
−a. (2.30)
For this basis the covariance matrix appearing in (2.26) is diagonal:
Lmc−Kor=
(Cov(fg, fn))
n
=
1
n
(dgn(1−d0n)[(b
−1/a
1 n1) · · · (b
−1/a
s ns)]
−a). (2.31)
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The trace of this matrix may be computed in terms of the Riemann-zeta
function, z. Corollary 2.4 then gives
eworstmc−Kor(n, s)=
1
`n
3 −1+Ds
j=1
[1+2bjz(a)]41/2.
A plot of eworstmc−Kor(n, s) versus n for several choices of s is given in Fig. 1 in
Section 4.2 below.
2.3.3. Gain coefficients. Owen [24] introduced the concept of gain
coefficients to compare randomized quasi-Monte Carlo rules to simple
Monte Carlo. For an arbitrary set of random quadrature rules, Q, define
the gain coefficients, CmQn, in terms of the mean square error of the basis
elements:
CmQ=(C
m
Qn), where C
m
Qn=
[rmsQ ¥ Q |Err(fn; Q)|]2
Var(fn)/n
. (2.32)
Here we adopt the convention that 0/0=0. The gain coefficients are just
the diagonal elements LmQ divided by the respective diagonal elements of
Lmc. If we assume that Var(fn)=0 implies that rmsQ ¥ Q Err(fn; Q)=0,
then the root mean square discrepancy can be written as
eworst=rms
Q ¥ Q
D(Q)=
1
n1/2
[Cm−Q Var(f)]
1/2
=
1
n1/2
5C
n
CmQn Var(fn)61/2,
where Var(f)=(Var(fn)). By definition, the gain coefficients for simple
Monte Carlo are unity, i.e. CmcQn=1. This, the gain coefficient C
m
Qn measures
how well a randomized quadrature rule integrates the basis element fn in
comparison to simple Monte Carlo. If the gain coefficient CnQn is greater
than one, then the quadrature rules Q amplify the error with respect to
simple Monte Carlo, and if the gain coefficient CmQn is less than one, then
the quadrature rules Q damp the error with respect to simple Monte Carlo.
2.3.4. Null quadrature. A trivial quadrature rule takes Qnull(f)=0 for
all integrands f. Although this might seem to be a useless rule, it might be
preferable when the integrands are very complex, and one does not have
the budget to take enough function evaluations to get any other reason-
able estimate. Assuming the space of quadrature rules, Q, consists of only
the null rule, then the matrix LmQ appearing in (2.18) is
Lnull=I(f) I(fŒ).
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The average discrepancy, which is also the discrepancy, and also the norm
of the integration functional, is
eworstnull — eworst=trace(Lnull)=||I(f)||2,
by Theorem 2.2. For the weighted Korobov space eworstnull−Kor(n, s)=1 for all
n, s.
The gain coefficients for the null quadrature rule for a general Hilbert
space are
Cnull, n=
n[I(fn)]2
Var(fn)
.
For the Korobov space defined above eworstnull =1, and the gain coefficients
are
CKornull, n=˛., n=0,
0, n ] 0.
The null quadrature rule perfectly integrates the trigonometric polynomials
with nonzero wavenumber, but the Monte Carlo rule perfectly integrates
the constant term.
2.3.5. Cranley–Patterson shifts. The random shift quadrature rules [5]
Q sh : Q(f) —
1
n
C
n
i=1
f({xi+D}), (2.33)
are easy to implement. One begins with a deterministic set of points
Pinit … [0, 1) s, which defines a quasi-Monte Carlo rule Qinit. A random
quasi-Monte Carlo rule is then based on the set P={{z+D} : z ¥ Pinit}.
where D is a random variable uniformly distributed on [0, 1) s. For any
ordered pair (z, t) ¥ [0, 1)2s the jth components of the corresponding
shifted points are (xzj , xtj )=({zj+Dj}, {tj+Dj}) for some random number
Dj. If zj ] tj, then (xzj , xtj ) lies along the line segments yj=xj − {zj −tj},
{zj −tj} [ xj < 1, and yj=xj+{tj −zj}, 0 [ xj < 1− {tj −zj}. If zj=tj, then
(xzj , xtj ) lies along the line segment yj=xj, 0 [ xj < 1. From this observa-
tion one can compute the probability distribution Fzt(x, y) to be
Fzt(x, y)=D
s
j=1
Fzjtj (xj, yj),
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where
Fzj, tj (xj, yj)=max (min(xj − {zj −tj}, yj), 0)
+max (min(xj, yj − {tj −zj}), 0), zj ] tj,
Fzj, zj (xj, yj)=min(xj, yj).
Since this randomization satisfies (2.22), one can apply Theorem 2.3 to
obtain
eworstsh — eworst=D(Qinit; Ksh),
where the shift-filtered reproducing kernel is defined in terms of the
original reproducing kernel by the formula:
Ksh(x, y)=F
[0, 1)s
K({x+D}, {y+D}) dD
=F
[0, 1)s
K({x−y+D}, D) dD=Ksh({x−y}, 0).
Shift-invariant kernels are kernels that are functions of only {x−y} [9,
11, 13]. Thus, shift-invariant kernels may be decomposed in terms of
Fourier series. The reproducing kernel for the weighted Korobov space,
defined in (2.30), is an example of a shift-invariant kernel. Thus,
eworstsh–Kor=D(Qinit; KKor).
2.3.6. Lattice rules. Cranley and Patterson [5] suggested the above
shifts to be used with lattice rules. The node points of a rank-1 lattice form
the set P lat={{ih/n} : i=1, ..., n}, where h is an s-dimensional generating
vector. The matrix defined in (2.18) for shifted lattice rules and weighted
Korobov spaces is
L shlat−Kor=(dgn1L + (n)(1−d0n)[(b
−1/a
1 n1) · · · (b
−1/ans)]−a) (2.34)
where L +={n: nŒh=0mod n} is the dual lattice. This directly implies by
Theorem 2.2 that
eworstsh− lat−Kor=3 C
0 ] n ¥ L +
[(b−1/a1 n1) · · · (b
−1/a
s ns)]
−a41/2. (2.35)
If all the weights bj are unity, this quantity corresponds to `Pa(L), where
Pa(L) is a common figure of merit for the lattice L. Figure 3 in Section 4.2
shows eworstsh− lat−Kor(n, s) as a function of n for several dimensions.
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The gain coefficients for randomly shifted lattice rules for the weighted
Korobov space are the diagonal elements L shlat−Kor divided by the respective
diagonal element of Lmc−Kor, i.e.,
C sh−Korlat =(n1L + (n)(1−d0n)). (2.36)
Thus lattice rules damp to zero the quadrature error for basis elements with
wavenumber, n, not in the dual lattice, but amplify the quadrature error for
basis elements with wavenumber n in the dual lattice.
2.3.7. The weighted Sobolev space. Several scholars have studied quad-
rature rules for integrands in Sobolev spaces. The weighted Sobolev space,
HSob, as defined by Sloan and Woz´niakowski [32], has the reproducing
kernel
KSob(x, y)=D
s
j=1
{1+bˆj[1−max (xj, yj)]},
where again the bˆj are positive weights. The discrepancy defined by this
kernel is the weighted L2-star discrepancy.
The corresponding shift-filtered reproducing kernel for the weighted
Sobolev space, as derived by Hickernell [9], is
KSob, sh(x, y)=D
s
j=1
{1+bˆj[
1
3+B2({xj −yj})]},
where B2 is the second degree Bernoulli polynomial [1, Chap. 23],
B2(x)=x2−x+1/6. This kernel is equivalent to the reproducing kernel for
the weighted Korobov space defined in (2.30). Specifically, if one chooses
a=2, b0=D
s
j=1
11+bˆj
3
2 , bj= bˆj
2p2(1+bˆj/3)
, j=1, 1..., s,
then KSob, sh(x, y)=b0KKor(x, y). Since the two reproducing kernels are
equivalent, then the quadrature error measures are equivalent, namely
eworstSob (n, s)=b
1/2
0 e
worst
Kor (n, s). This equivalence is exploited in the investiga-
tions of [13, 14, 33].
3. RANDOM-CASE ERROR
This section looks at the error measure e rand defined in (1.4b). Again it is
assumed that the integrands lie in the unit ball, F, of a Hilbert space H of
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measurable functions for which (2.3) hold. However, this time the quadra-
ture error is first averaged over the quadrature rules, and then one
considers the worst case integrand.
3.1. Mean Square Errors and ANOVA Decompositions
For any particular integrand, f ¥H, the root mean square quadrature
error can be written as the sum of two terms:
rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(f; Q)|=`EQ ¥ Q{[I(f)−Q(f)]2}
=`[I(f)−Q¯(f)]2+EQ ¥ Q{[Q¯(f)−Q(f)]2}
=`Bias(f; Q)+Var(f; Q) ,
where Q¯(f)=EQ ¥ Q[Q(f)] is the mean quadrature in the class Q.
The first term in the above equation is the systematic bias of the quad-
rature rule, while the second is the variance of the quadrature rule. Deter-
ministic rules have, in general, nonzero bias, but zero variance, while well-
chosen random rules, such as Monte Carlo, Cranley–Patterson shifts,
Owen’s scrambling, etc., have zero bias and nonzero variance.
From another perspective one may start with the series representation of
the quadrature error given by (2.4) and obtain
rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(f; Q)|=`EQ ¥ Q{cŒErr(f; Q)[Err(f; Q)]Œ c}=`cŒLmQc, (3.1)
where the matrix LmQ is defined in (2.18). So, one may express e
rand as
e rand=sup
f ¥F
`EQ ¥ Q[|Err(f; Q)|2]= sup
||c||2=1
`cŒLmQc=`r(LmQ) ,
where r( · ) denotes the spectral radius.
In general it may be difficult to compute the spectral radius of the matrix
LmQ. However, the problem simplifies in the case where this matrix is
diagonal. In such a situation one may think of the series representation of
an arbitrary integrand f ¥H as an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
decomposition of the quadrature error.
Definition 3.1. A basis {fn} is called ANOVA-consistent for ran-
domized quadrature rules if and only if LmQ is a diagonal matrix, i.e.,
EQ ¥ Q[Err(fg; Q) Err(fn; Q)]=dgnEQ ¥ Q[|Err(fn; Q)|2].
For ANOVA-consistent bases, the decomposition of the integrand
f(x)=cŒf(x) is a sum of ANOVA effects, fn(x)=cgn fn(x). The root mean
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square quadrature error for the random quadrature rule Q is the square
root of the sum of the mean square quadrature errors of the ANOVA
effects, i.e.,
rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(f; Q)|==C
n
[rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(fn; Q)|]2
==C
n
|cv |2 [rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(fn; Q)|]2 .
If the random quadrature rule Q is unbiased, then rmsQ ¥ Q |Err(f; Q)| is
simply the standard deviation of the quadrature error. The following
theorem summarizes the above results.
Theorem 3.2. If F is the unit ball in a Hilbert space satisfying (2.3)
then the error measure e rand may be expressed in terms of the spectral radius
of the matrix LmQ:
e rand=`r(LmQ) . (3.2)
Furthermore, if {fn} is an ANOVA-consistent basis for the randomized
quadrature rules Q, then
e rand=sup
n
rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(fn; Q)|= sup
f ¥H
||f||H [ 1
rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(f; Q)|.
3.2. Examples Revisited
Recall from (2.26) that for simple Monte Carlo quadrature the matrix
LmQ is L
mc=Cov(f)/n, so
e randmc =
`r(Cov(f))
`n
. (3.3)
A set of basis elements {fn} is ANOVA- consistent for the simple Monte
Carlo quadrature rules if and only if Cov(f) is a diagonal matrix. If a
basis, {fn}, is ANOVA-consistent for simple Monte Carlo, then the
decomposition of an arbitrary function, f=;n fn, fn=cgn fn, is an
ANOVA decomposition of f in the traditional sense, i.e., the variance of f
is the sum of the variance of its ANOVA effects, fn:
Var(f)=cŒ Cov(f) c=C
n
|cn |2 Var(fn)=C
n
Var(fn).
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Given a reproducing kernel for the Hilbert space H, one may construct
a set of basis elements that are ANOVA-consistent with simple Monte
Carlo quadrature rules by solving the following eigenvalue problem:
F
X
[K(x, y)−I(K(x, · ))][fn(y)−I(fn)] dF(y)=lnfn(x),
F
X
[fg(x)−I(fg)][f
g
n (x)−I(f
g
n )] dF(x)=dgnln.
The basis (2.29) used to define the weighted Korobov space is ANOVA-
consistent for simple Monte Carlo quadrature. By inspecting the
covariance matrix Cov(f) as given in (2.31) it follows that
e randmc−Kor(n, s)=
min(1, maxj bj)
`n
D
s
j=1
max (bj, 1).
which is the largest bj times the product of all other bj which are greater
than 1 times n−1/2, see also [33]. Figure 1 displays plots of e randmc−Kor(n, s)
versus n.
Since null quadrature is a deterministic rule, the approach to quadrature
error taken in this section and the previous one are the same, i.e.,
eworstnull (n, s)=e
rand
null (n, s) for any Hilbert space. For the weighted Korobov
space, eworstnull−Kor=e
rand
null−Kor=1, independent of s, and of course, of n.
If a set of basis elements happens to be ANOVA-consistent for
some arbitrary randomized quadrature rule and also for simple Monte
Carlo rules, then the gain coefficients defined in (2.32) may be used to
express e rand:
e rand=
1
n1/2
`sup
n
[CQn Var(fn)] .
The basis (2.29) used to define the weighted Korobov space is ANOVA-
consistent for randomly-shifted lattice rules, as well as for simple Monte
Carlo quadrature. From the formula for the L shlat−Kor in (2.34), or equiva-
lently, from the formula for the gain coefficients (2.36), it follows that:
e randsh− lat−Kor=[ min
0 ] n ¥ L +
(b−1/a1 n1) · · · (b
−1/a
s ns)]
−a.
For the case b1=·· ·=bs=1 this is [rZar(L)]−a, where rZar is the
Zaremba figure of merit for lattices [18, 31]. Figure 3 shows
e randsh− lat−Kor(n, s) as a function of n for several values of s and all bj=1.
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4. AVERAGE-CASE ERROR
In this section the integrand is assumed to be a random function. The
sample space of random integrands H arising in (1.4c) is just the Hilbert
space H satisfying (2.3) from the previous sections, but now one allows
random coefficients cn in the series expansion f(x)=cŒf(x). Suppose that
the random vector c has zero mean and a specified covariance matrix, S:
Ef ¥H(c)=0, and Cov(c)=S, where trace(S)=1. (4.1)
The condition on the trace of S insures that the root mean square norm of
random functions f equals one, since
rms
f ¥H
||f||H=`Ef ¥H[||f||2H]=`E[||c||22]=`trace(Cov(c))=1.
The sample space of random integrands H arising in (1.4c) is then just the
Hilbert space H, but the random integrands have root mean square norm
of one.
4.1. Covariance Kernel
It is known that for a fixed quadrature rule taking the average error over
the space of random integrands equals a discrepancy that is similar to the
one defined in Section 2.1 [29]. Specifically,
Ef ¥H[|Err(f; Q)|2]=Ef ¥H{[Err(f; Q)]Œ ccŒErr(f; Q)}
=[Err(f; Q)]Œ S Err(f; Q)
=D2(Q; K˜), (4.2)
where
K˜(x, y)=fŒ(x) Sf(y) (4.3)
is the reproducing kernel defined as in (2.12), but now for the vector of
basis elements S1/2f. Note that this kernel is well defined due to (2.3b) and
may be considered to be a covariance kernel, since
Ef ¥H[f(x)]=E(cŒ) f(x)=0 -x ¥X,
Ef ¥H[f(x) f(y)]=E[fŒ(x) ccŒf(y)]=fŒ(x) Sf(y)
=K˜(x, y) -x, y ¥X.
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For any quadrature rule Q, it follows that
Ef ¥H[|Err(f; Q)|2]=D2(Q; K˜) [ r(S) D2(Q; K)
[ D2(Q; K)=sup
f ¥F
|Err(f; Q)|2
because r(S) [ trace(S)=1.
Equation (4.2) can be used to compute eavg as defined in (1.4c), which
turns out to be the root mean square discrepancy
eavg= rms
Q ¥ Q, f ¥H
|Err(f; Q)|=rms
Q ¥ Q
[Err(fŒ; Q) S Err(f; Q)]1/2
=`trace(SLmQ) , (4.4)
where LmQ is defined in (2.18). Comparing this formula to (3.2) and noting
that trace (S)=1, it follows that eavg [ e rand.
Theorem 4.1. Let the sample space of random functions as referred to in
(1.4c) be a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, H, as defined in (2.1) with
kernel K as defined in (2.12). However, the coefficient vector c in the expan-
sion for f is assumed to be a random vector, satisfying the conditions (4.1)
with covariance matrix S=(sgn). Let {fn} be a basis for H satisfying (2.3),
and let K˜ be the reproducing kernel defined in (4.3). It then follows that
rms
f ¥H
|Err(f; Q)|=D(Q; K˜) [ D(Q; K),
eavg=`trace(SLmQ) [ e rand=`r(LmQ) ,
eavg=sup 3=C
n
[rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(kn; Q)|]2
: {kn} …H, Okg, knPH=sgn 4 .
(4.5)
Note that eavg=e rand in (4.5) if S=vvŒ, where v is the eigenvector of LmQ
corresponding to its largest eigenvalue.
4.2. Examples Revisited
For Monte Carlo quadrature it follows from Theorem 4.1 and (2.26) that
eavgmc =
`trace(S Cov(f))
`n
.
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This is no larger than both eworstmc in (2.27) and e
rand
mc in (3.3). Suppose that S
is a diagonal matrix with elements
sgn=˛{[1+2z(c)] s−1}−1 [n¯1 · · · n¯s]−c, g=n ] 0,0, otherwise, (4.6)
where z is the Riemann zeta function and c > 1. Note that trace (S)=1.
Then for the Korobov space eavgmc may be calculated explicitly as
eavgmc−Kor=
1
`n `[1+2z(c)] s−1
=−1+Ds
j=1
[1+2bjz(a+c)].
Figure 1 displays plots of eworstmc−Kor(n, s), e
rand
mc−Kor(n, s), and e
avg
mc−Kor(n, s)
versus n for several choices of s, and for a=c=2 and bj=1. As expected
these are straight lines, indicating the n−1/2 error decay rates of Monte
Carlo quadrature. However, the constants in front are different for dif-
ferent dimensions and for different error measures. As the dimension in-
creases, eworstmc−Kor(n, s) exponentially increases, indicating the fact that worst-
case integration becomes more difficult. The quantity e randmc−Kor(n, s)=n
−1/2 is
FIG. 1. Performance of Monte Carlo quadrature for the weighted Korobov space, HKor,
with a=c=2 and b1=·· ·=bs=1: e
worst
mc−Kor(n, s) (solid), e
rand
mc−Kor(n, s) (dashed), e
avg
mc−Kor(n, s)
(dot-dashed) for s=1, 2, 4, 8.
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independent of dimension for this particular choice of weights bj. The
quantity eavgmc−Kor(n, s) exponentially decreases as the dimension increases.
The pessimism of eworstmc−Kor(n, s) relative to e
rand
mc−Kor(n, s) can be as high as a
factor of several hundred, and the pessimism of eworstmc−Kor(n, s) relative to
eavgmc−Kor(n, s) is even greater.
For null quadrature, we have eavgnull=||S
1/2I(f)||2 for a general S, and
eavgmc−Kor=
1
`[1+2z(c)] s−1
for the choice of S in (4.6). This quantity exponentially decreases as s
increases. Figure 2 displays eworstnull−Kor(n, s)=e
rand
null (n, s)=1 and e
avg
null−Kor(n, s)
as functions of n for several choices of s.
Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, one can see that for the worst-case analysis the
null quadrature rule is superior to Monte Carlo quadrature for small n.
This is because the definition of the Korobov space assumes that the
integrand may be composed largely of trigonometric polynomials with
nonzero wavenumber that are not well integrated by Monte Carlo
quadrature. The n for which Monte Carlo is superior to null quadrature
FIG. 2. Performance of null quadrature for the weighted Korobov space, HKor, with
a=c=2 and b1=·· ·=bs=1: e
worst
null−Kor(n, s)=
rand
null−Kor(n, s) (solid), e
avg
null−Kor(n, s) (dot-dashed)
for s=1, 2, 4, 8.
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exponentially increases with the dimension, s, for bj=1. However, if the bj
are made small enough, i.e.
D
s
j=1
(1+2bjz(a)) < 2,
then Monte Carlo quadrature is superior to null quadrature in the worst-
case analysis for all n.
For the random-case analysis null quadrature is never better than Monte
Carlo if all bj [ 1. On the other hand, if some bj are larger than 1 then null
quadrature can still be substantially better than Monte Carlo for small n,
even in the random-case analysis. A similar result holds for the average-
case analysis.
For randomly shifted lattice rules eavg has a similar form to that of eworst
in (2.35):
eavgsh− lat−Kor=3{[1+2z(c)] s−1}−1 C
0 ] n ¥ L +
[(b−1/a1 n1) · · · (b
−1/a
s ns)]
−a− c41/2.
If all the weights bj are unity, this quantity corresponds to
eavgsh− lat−Kor=`{[1+2z(c)] s−1}−1 Pa+c(L) .
where Pa(L) is a common figure of merit for the lattice L.
Figure 3 shows eworstsh− lat−Kor(n, s), e
rand
sh− lat−Kor(n, s), and e
avg
sh− lat−Kor(n, s) as a
function of n for several dimensions. The generating vector for this
particular lattice is
h=(1, 17797, 177972, ..., 17797 s−1),
which was suggested by Hickernell et al. [12]. In all three cases the error
measures increase with increasing dimension. Note that eworstsh− lat−Kor(n, s) may
be substantially larger than e randsh− lat−Kor(n, s) and e
rand
sh− lat−Kor(n, s) may be
substantially larger than eavgsh− lat−Kor(n, s). Note that in the one dimensional
case eavgsh− lat−Kor(n, 1) % n−2, whereas eworstsh− lat−Kor(n, 1) % n−1.
Comparing Figs. 1, 2 and 3 one sees that lattice rules, like Monte Carlo
quadrature, are also worse than the null quadrature rule for small n for the
worst-case error analysis when bj — 1. However, under the random-case
error analysis, shifted lattice rules always beat null quadrature for this
choice of the bj. For random-case error lattice rules are sometimes worse
than Monte Carlo quadrature because of the large gain coefficients for
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FIG. 3. Performance of a randomly shifted lattice rule for the weighted Korobov space,
HKor, with a=c=2 and b1=·· ·=bs=1: e
worst
sh− lat−Kor(n, s) (solid), e
rand
sh− lat−Kor(n, s) (dashed),
eavgsh− lat−Kor(n, s) (dot-dashed) for s=1, 2, 4, 8 and n=1, 2, ..., 2
17.
wavenumbers in the dual lattice. Unlike the cases of Monte Carlo and null
quadrature, eavgsh− lat−Kor(n, s) increases as the dimension increases for the
average-case analysis.
5. EXTENSIONS OF THE RESULTS TO BANACH SPACES
The results in the previous sections can be extended to certain Banach
spaces defined in a similar manner as (2.1). For any 1 [ q [., let p satisfy
p−1+q−1=1, and define
Hq=3C
n
cgn fn(x) : ||(cn)||p <.4={cŒf(x): ||c||p <.}, (5.1)
where || · ||p denotes the ap-norm. Furthermore, define the norm on this
Banach space by ||cŒf(x)||Hq=||c||p. This definition implies that for a fixed
basis
Hq `Hr for all 1 [ q [ r [..
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The case p=q=2 corresponds to the Hilbert space defined in (2.1). For a
general q, we also consider unit balls of functions Fq, as defined as in (1.3)
Assumptions (2.3) now become
>F
X
f(x) dF(x)>q
q
=C
n
:F
X
f(x) dF(x) :q <+., (5.2a)
||f(x)||qq=C
n
|fn(x)|q <+. -x ¥X. (5.2b)
First, we consider the worst-case error analysis, analogous to Section 2.
By applying Hölder’s inequality one may obtain a worst-case error bound
analogous to that in (2.7):
|Err(f; Q)| [ Dp(Q) ||f||Hq -f ¥Hq,
where the discrepancy is now defined as Dp(Q) — ||Err(f; Q)||q. The dis-
crepancy is also the norm of the linear functional Err( · ; Q). From the
definition of the aq-norm it follows that the Dp(Q) [ Dr(Q) for p [ r for a
fixed quadrature rule, Q.
Computing the root mean square discrepancy for a random quadrature
rule Q for the case q ] 2 is difficult, except in the special case where
Dp(Q)=Dp(Qinit) with probability one (5.3)
for some deterministic rule Qinit. This happens when, for example,
|Err(f; Q)|=|Err(f; Qinit)| with probability one.
The above condition is satisfied for quadrature rules, Q, which are random
shifts of a quasi-Monte Carlo rule, Qinit, and where the basis, {fn}, is that
used to define the Korobov space. Under condition (5.3) it follows that
eworstq =Dp(Qinit).
Next, we perform a random-case error analysis like what was done in
Section 3. If one computes the root mean square error of a random quad-
rature rule for some integrand in Hq, then one obtains as in (3.1):
rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(f; Q)|=`EQ ¥ Q[cŒ Err(f; Q) Err(fŒ; Q) c]=`cŒLmQc .
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Taking the supremum over integrands in the unit ball Fq, is in general dif-
ficult. However, if the basis is ANOVA-consistent, i.e., LmQ is diagonal, then
Hölder’s inequality may be used to obtain
e randq =sup
f ¥Fq
`EQ ¥ Q[|Err(f; Q)|2]= sup
||c||p=1
`cŒLmQc
== sup
||c||p=1
C
n
|cn |2 l
m
Qnn=||(l
m
Qnn)||r,
where the lmQnn are the diagonal elements of L
m
Q , and
r=˛ q2−q, 1 [ q < 2,
., 2 [ q [..
(5.4)
The results of the above two paragraphs are combined in the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Consider a Banach space of integrands, Hq, as defined in
(5.1). If the discrepancy satisfies (5.3), then, eworstq =Dp(Qinit), where
p=q/(q−1). If the basis, {fn}, is ANOVA-consistent, then e
rand
q =||(l
m
Qnn)||r,
where r is defined in (5.4).
Corollary 5.2. If the discrepancy satisfies (5.3), and also the basis is
ANOVA-consistent, then e randq =e
worst
r , where r is defined in (5.4).
Under the conditions of Corollary 5.2 we have eworstq =Dp(Qinit) and
e rand=Dy(Qinit), where
y=˛ q2(q−1), 1 [ q < 2,
1, 2 [ q [..
Moreover, for 1 [ q <. it follows that p > y, which is to be expected, since
eworstq is more pessimistic than e
rand
q . However, for q=. we have eworst. =
e rand. =e
rand
2 =D1(Qinit). Thus, for Banach spaces satisfying Corollary 5.2,
the worst-case error measure for H. is no more pessimistic than the
random-case error measure for H., and this is the same as the random-
case error measure for the Hilbert space H2.
Let HKor, q denote the Banach space defined as in (5.1) using the same
basis (2.29) as was used to define the weighted Korobov Hilbert space. In
order to satisfy conditions (5.2) it is assumed that aq > 2. Since the basis
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(2.29) satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5.2 for randomly shifted rules, it
follows that
e randsh−Kor−q=e
worst
sh−Kor−r,
for r defined by (5.4). As noted by Hickernell [9], for shifted lattice rules
the error measure for the Banach space HKor, q is related to the error
measure for the Hilbert space, HKor=HKor, 2, but for a different parameter
a. Specifically, for arbitrary weights bj and a > 1, we have:
e randsh− lat−Kor−q(n, s; a)=e
worst
sh− lat−Kor−r(n, s; a)
=[eworstsh− lat−Kor−2(n, s; ar/2)]
2/r
=[eworstsh− lat−Kor(n, s; ar/2)]
2/r, 1 [ q < 2. (5.5)
e randsh− lat−Kor−q(n, s; a)=e
worst
sh− lat−Kor−.(n, s; a)
=e randsh− lat−Kor−2(n, s; a)
=e randsh− lat−Kor(n, s; a), 2 [ q <.. (5.6)
For b1=·· ·=bs=1, the quantity in (5.5) is [Par/2(L)]2/r, and the quan-
tity in (5.6) is [rZar(L)]−a.
6. PESSIMISM DUE TO THE CHOICE OF A SPACE
OF INTEGRANDS
The key results of this article show the relative pessimism of eworst, e rand,
and eavg. However, there is another kind of pessimism in eworst and e rand
arising from how H, the space of integrands, is defined.
Given a positive error tolerance, e, quadrature rule Q integrates func-
tions f=cŒf ¥H to this accuracy, for
|Err(f; Q)|=|Of, tQPH |=|cŒ Err(f; Q)| [ e. (6.1)
This inequality defines a slab in R., the space of coefficients c. However,
the worst-case error bound, (2.9), implies that integrands satisfying
||f||H=||c||2 [ e/D(Q)=e/||tQ ||H=e/||Err(f; Q)||2 (6.2)
will be integrated to error tolerance e by quadrature rule Q. This region in
R. corresponds to the largest ball inscribed in the slab defined in (6.1).
From Fig. 4 it is easy to see how an integrand may lie in the former region,
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FIG. 4. Pessimism of worst-case error analysis. The gray slab is the region
|cŒ Err(f, Q)| [ e, and the black ball is the region ||c||2 [ e/||Err(f, Q)||2.
and so actually be integrated with sufficient accuracy, but not lie in the
latter region. In this case the worst-case error analysis would be too
pessimistic.
In some cases the pessimism of the worst-case error analysis may be
reduced. Error bound (2.7) is often written as |Err(f; Q)| [ D(Q) V(f),
where V(f) is the variation of the integrand. If g is any function integrated
exactly by Q, then one may define the variation as the norm of the part of
f that is orthogonal to g, i.e.,
V(f)=>f−g Of, gPH
||g||2H
>
H
,
and the above error bound still holds. The ball {f ¥H : V(f) [ e/D(Q)}
is, in general, larger than the ball defined by condition (6.2). Since quasi-
Monte Carlo quadrature rules integrate constants exactly, the variation is
often defined as the norm of the non-constant part of the integrand, i.e.,
V(f)=||f−1Of, 1PH/||1||
2
H ||H. For lattice rules applied to functions in the
weighted Korobov space, one could define the variation as the a2-norm of
the coefficient vector, c, ignoring cn with n not in the dual lattice, i.e.,
V(f)=||((1−d0n) 1L+ (n) cn)||2, since lattice rules exactly integrate trigo-
nometric polynomials with wavenumbers not in the dual lattice. To elimi-
nate all pessimism in the worst-case error analysis one could define the
variation as norm of the part of f that is parallel to the worst-case
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integrand, tQ, defined in (2.5), i.e., V(f)=|Of, tQPH |/||tQ ||. However, such
a definition of the variation would be difficult to apply in practice. In fact,
it would be equivalent to knowing exactly the quadrature error, since
Of, tQPH=Err(f; Q).
Another way to reduce the pessimism in the worst-case analysis is to
redefine the space of integrands or the norm to make it more suitable for
the application at hand. In fact, the weights bj and bˆj were originally
introduced in the definitions of the weighted Korobov and Sobolev spaces
to study how much more effective quasi-Monte Carlo quadratures or arbi-
trary quadratures are if the integrand depends less on the higher numbered
coordinates.
The random-case quadrature analysis also has a pessimism problem.
Again, let e denote an error tolerance. By (3.1) the root mean square error
of a random quadrature rule Q for integrand f=cŒf ¥H will be no more
than this tolerance if
rms
Q ¥ Q
|Err(f; Q)|=`cŒLmQc [ e. (6.3)
This inequality defines an ellipsoidal ball in R., the space of coefficients c.
However, Theorem 3.2 implies that integrands satisfying
||f||H=||c||2 [ e/e rand=e/ `r(LmQ) (6.4)
will have root mean square error less than or equal to the tolerance e. This
region in R. corresponds to the largest spherical ball inscribed in the ellip-
soid ball defined in (6.3). Figure 5 depicts the two regions defined in (6.3)
and (6.4). It is clear that an integrand may lie in the former region, and so
actually be integrated with sufficient accuracy, but not lie in the latter
region. In this case the random-case error analysis would be too pessi-
mistic.
The pessimism of the random-case error analysis may be eliminated in
principle by expanding the space of integrands or redefining the norm so
that the eigenvalues of LmQ are all the same. For example, starting from an
original Hilbert space H with ANOVA-consistent basis {fn}, one could
define another Hilbert space of integrands, H˜, using the basis defined as
{fnr(L
m
Q)/l
m
Qnn}. Since each new basis element is multiplied by a factor
r(LmQ)/l
m
Qnn > 1, it follows that H ı H˜. However, e rand for these two spaces
is the same. Moreover, for the new space H˜ the ellipsoidal and spherical
balls in Fig. 5 coincide.
One technical problem with defining a new Hilbert space in the manner
just mentioned is that the new basis may not satisfy (2.3). Moreover, eli-
minating the pessimism in the random-case error analysis tends to widen
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FIG. 5. Pessimism of random-case error analysis. The ellipsoidal ball is the region
`cŒLmQc [ e, and the black spherical ball is the region ||c||2 [ e/ `r(LmQ) .
the gap between the worst-case and random-case error analyses. If the
Hilbert space of integrands is redefined to make the eigenvalues of LmQ all
the same, then eworst=`trace(LmQ) , becomes infinite, except in the case of
finite-dimensional spaces of integrands.
The average-case error analysis may be pessimistic if the matrix S is
chosen poorly. On the other hand, the average-case error analysis can be
wildly optimistic. Since the quadrature rule in question usually integrates
some basis elements extremely well, it is usually possible to choose S to
make eavg arbitrarily close to zero.
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